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System Setup

Remove Inverter Cover

Additional Information

Apply label here

Wireless Gateway

Wireless Repeater

Antenna

SolarEdge Inverter

Wireless Gateway
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Communication with Monitoring Platform

- OK
- Blue
- Blinking
- No communication with Monitoring Platform
- Red
- Error
- OFF
- No power

LED Indications

- C: Pair with Inverter
- D: Connect Gateway and Repeater
- E: Make Sure Blue LED Lights up Continuously

Hardware

- Wire the DC Inlet and DC OUT
- Install Antenna
- Change Connection Type
- Wi-Fi
- Commissioning
- Monitoring Communication

Software

- SetApp
- mySolarEdge
- UPDATE
- Ack
- Connect Gateway
- Connect Gateway and Repeater
- Connect with Inverter
- OK
- Blue
- Blinking
- No communication with Monitoring Platform
- Red
- Error
- OFF
- No power
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Install Antenna
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